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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the construction of a weak solution to a 
certain nonlinear hyperbolic Cauchy problem which has a dense set of 
discontinuities. The initial data giving rise to such a solution is a step 
function with one jump. 
We shall consider the Cauchy problem 
By a weak solution to this problem we mean any bounded, measurable 
function u(t, x) defined on the upper half plane t 3 0 which satisfies 
for every 4 = $(t, x) E C,1(H,‘), where 
In order to obtain uniqueness, an additional restriction must be placed 
on the weak solutions. One such restriction is 1.olpert’s condition (cf. [4]), 
which guarantees uniqueness in the class BV of functions whose derivatives 
in the sense of distributions are measures having finite variation over compact 
sets. Whenever 
ut = ,‘iy* u(t, x(t) i: A) 
* This research was supported by NSF Grant GP-6721. 
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exists except possibly at a finite number of points along each curve of 
discontinuity x(t), it is easily seen that I-olpert’s condition is equivalent 
to Condition E. For the weak solution we construct, we shall show that 
Condition E holds everywhere and that this solution is of bounded variation 
in the sense of Tonelli-Cesari. Hence it will be unique in the class BV. 
Condition E. Let s(t) be a curve of discontinuity of u(t, x), and let u 
be any number between u’ and U-. Then 
where 
I+; z] = [G(w) - G(z)]j(w - z), 
In [I] it was shown that Condition E guarantees that characteristics 
cannot diverge from any curve of discontinuity. 
The main theorem of this paper is the following: 
'THEOREM. There is a function G E Cl((- 1, I)) such that the Cauchy 
problem (I), (2) has a weak solution, unique in the class BI’, with a dense set 
of contact discontinuities.l 
This result shows that weak solutions to relatively simple Cauchy problems 
can behave quite badly. The procedure for constructing the solution 
described above is to consider the Cauchy problem (I), (2) with G replaced 
by some approximating function G, . Thus for each n, II = 1, 2, 3 ,..., we 
construct a function G, for which the Cauchy problem has a weak solution 
un(t, x) which is piecewise smooth and satisfies Condition E. The function 
un(t, X) has the 2” - I lines x = cotan(v - kT/2”)t, k ;= 1, 2 ,..., 2% - 1, 
as contact discontinuities. 
To define G, we first construct a figure H,, , which is the graph of a 
piecewise linear convex function fn(s) defined on [-I, l] and satisfies 
fn( - 1) : .f,,( I) -= 0. N, consists of 2” r1 -- 1 line segments 
labeled counterclockwise. Then G, will be defined so that its graph coincides 
with tn,:!? , j = 1, 2 ,..., 2” - 1. Elsewhere G, is such that G,, E C2([- 1, 11) 
and Gl > 0. The line segment /,,z,i has slope cotan(n - j7r/21p). The weak 
solution un(t, X) satisfying Condition E for the Cauchy problem (I), (2) 
with G replaced by G, is monotone increasing in s and t and has 
x = cotan(n - jr/2”)t, j =; 1, 2,..., 2’” - 1, as a contact discontinuity. It is 
important to notice that each curve of discontinuity of urLel(,tr ,x) is also a 
1 For a definition of contact discontinuity see Lax [2]. 
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discontinuity of ~,(t, x). It is shown that the G,,‘s con~~ge point\visc to a 
function G while the U,‘S converge pointwise to a function u Lvhich satistics 
Condition E and is a weak solution to the Caucl~~ problem (I). (2) for the 
function G. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OP THE APPROXIMATING \I’EAK SOLUTIONS 
The first step is to construct convex figures from which the G,,‘s can be 
defined. For this we introduce some notation. Let 
If/is a line segment with finite length, let Pr(/) be the length of the projection 
of /on the x-axis. Let P, and P2 be two points of R2 with distinct x coor- 
dinates. Let T[P, ; P2 ; 0; Pr(h)] be th e 0 owing piccewise linear convex f  11 
figure. Form the isosceles trapezoid with base PIP2 and base angle 8. Let 
the top b be such that the length of its projection on the x-axis is the specified 
number Pr(6). Clearly, 0 < Pr(b) -CC Pr(PIP2). To determine the trapezoid 
uniquely, let b lie below PIP2 . Then, T[P, ; Pz ; 0; Pr(b)] is the boundary of 
this trapezoid less the base PIP?. (See Fig. 1) 
FIG. I. Sketch of T[P, ; P, ; 8; PI(~)]. 
The convex figures H, are defined inductively. Let 
Let P,.i , i _= 0, I, 2, 3, be the vertices of N, , starting at P,,,, = (- 1, 0) 
and proceeding counterclockwise to P,,, := (I, 0). Let s~,~ be the abscissa 
and yl.i the ordinate of P,,i, i ~ 0, I, 2, 3. Notice that the interior angles 
at P,,, and P,,, both equal V/Z + 7~,‘4. (See Fig. 2 for a sketch of HI). 
By induction we now suppose that H, has been defined. Then N, is a 
convex figure with 2”’ 1 vertices labeled counterclockwise 
p,,, = (--I, O), pnpl , pn,z ,-.., P,,,WL, = (1, 0). 
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Let s,,~ be the abscissa and ynsi the ordinate of P,,i . The interior angle at 
P, i, i = 1, 2 ,.,., 211+1 - 2, has the value xy:; n/2’ = 7r - 7~/2~tl. Let 
47.i = pn+1pn,i 3 i = 1, 2 )...) 2”fl - 1. 
To form N,+r from 15, , for each i, i = I, 3, 5 ,..., 2” r1 - 1, replace 
/n,i with 
The resulting figure will have 2?‘iz vertices 
P ni~l,O = (-1, 01, p,;,,1 > Pn+l,z 1..., pn+1,2”+“--1 = (19 0). 
iSote that 
pn,l, _ jPvL+l.2k j k even 
~P?Lfl,Plcfl ) k odd 
Also, the interior angle 4 at Pn;ml,i , i = 1 2 2’!~+’ - 2, is equal to 
77 - ~Tr/2’~+~. For if P7,+l,i = P,, j for some j, then”’ 
Otherwise 
It remains to show that Hn+i is the graph of some function. For this it 
suffices to note that the interior angle at P,+l.o formed by N,+i and the 
x-axis has value 7r/4 + z/S + ... $- 7~/2~+~ < n/2. Similar remarks hold at 
P n+l,e"f2-1. H, and Hz are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
I f  X(r,,2j) denotes the slope of /n,23 , notice that 
FIG. 2. Sketches of HI and H, . 
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It should be noted that, 
the t)pe /,,,2, are left intact. 
of the /,L,Z, onto the interval I 
see this recall that Pr(/,,,j = i In gemA we claim that 
2-l 
c p,([n,2j) =: (i) -+- ($)" -t .'. -~ (i)Q 2[1 -- ($)'"I. 
i=l 
This is established by induction. 
To define the G, , we first let,f7‘ be the function defined on [- 1, I] whose 
graph is H,, . On intervals of the form [F -,t,2j.l , S,,*j], j z 1, 2,..., 2” --~ 1, 
define G, bS; G,,(S) - J,(s). On intervals of the form Ij = (s,,,zj-,J , s,,,.,,. Jr 
j:- I,2 7” define G, SO that G, E (I”([~- 1. I]) and G:(S) > 0, s EI~ , ,‘.‘> - 3 
j = 1) 2,..., i 7’r. Clearly, G,, can be so defined. Notice that on 2” ~- I distinct 
intervals G,, is linear. \Ve shall see that the linearity of G, on these intervals 
results in the 2’l - 1 contact discontinuities of u,(t, ‘v). 
We now construct the function ~,(t, x) which is ;I weak solution to the 
Cauchy problem 
iu =n(4 o 
t+ax:= 
-1, u(0, x) _ l 
! , 
s 5; 0 
x > 0. 
(3) 
(4) 
To verify that the function u,,(f, .x) is indeed a weak solution, we quote 
the following well-known result (cf. [3]). 
THEOREM. Let u(t, x) he a piecewise smooth ,function sati@ng ~(0, x) -z 
u”(x). Then u(t, x) is a solution of the fauchy problem 
(5) 
u(0, x) =-- u”(x) (6) 
if, and only if, 
(i) u(t, x) satisjes (5) in the usuizl sense at points of smoothness; 
(ii) the Rankine-Hugoniot condition2 holds along curves of discontinuity. 
2 The Ranltinc-Hugo&t condition holds along the curve of discontinuity s(t) 
provided 
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To construct the solution ~,(t, x), first let n, , 12 = 1, 2 ,..., 2”, be the 
wedge-shaped region in R_? bounded by the lines x = Xn,7C-1t and 
x =- Xn,~t, where 
j=O 
j = 1, 2,..., 2” - 1 
Also let D, be the wedge-shaped region bounded by the x axis and 
s = G,‘(- l)t and let n,, ,~1 be the region bounded by s = G,,‘( I)t and 
the x axis. 
FIG. 3. Sketch of regions D, . 
Since G;(x) > 0, x E (s,,?,-~, s,,~~-~), j = 1, 2 ,..., 2’1, the function Iz,,,~ 
defined by h,,j = [G,‘]-l exists on 
(Gn’(sn,zj-z), Gn’(sn,~j-l)) = (bz~j-1 1 hn,,j), j = 1, Z..., 2”. 
In the above we used the fact that 
&,j = X(d,,,j) z G,‘(t), S,,zj-l < 4f < Sn,z+ 7 (7) 
the proof of which is straight-forward and depends on the construction 
of G, . Define un(t, X) by 
(t, x) E D, 
(c 4 E a , k = 1, 2,..., 2’” 
(t, x) E qfl,., 
Since F&(G,‘(-l)t/t) = -1, and h,,zn(G,‘(l)t/t) = 1, ~,(t, X) is con- 
tinuous along the lines x = G,‘(-1)t and x = G,‘(l)t. To see that ~,(t, x) 
jumps from sn,2j-1 to s,,pj across x = X,,,t, j = 1, 2 ,..., 2” -- 1, note that 
x!,‘z,- un(t, 4 == h,,j (+I = kdGn’(~n,~~-d) = swa-1. 
The above makes use of (7). Also 
To see that the Rankine-Hugoniot condition holds along s - h,,,r, notice 
that 
where 
From (7) and (8) it follows that 
G&+) - G&-l = x _ G 
u+ - u- n., dt . 
To see that Condition E holds across x = A,,,t, j = I, 2 ,..., 2” - I, 
let z, satisfy s,,aj-r < 2, < s,,~~ . Then by the mean value theorem there 
exists ,$I and f, such that 
a consequence of (7). Hence Condition E holds. We summarize the above 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. The Cuuchy problem (3) (4) has a weak solution u,(t, x) which 
is piecewise smooth, satisfies Condition E, nnd is an increasing function of x. 
The function un(t, x) jumps from s,,,~~-~ to s,,~~ UCYOSS the line x = A,,J. 
Remarks. We normalize ZC,(I, X) to make it continuous from the left, 
i.e., let u,(t, X) ==~ u,(t, x - 0). Ob serve that u,(t, X) is the desired solution 
in the class BV. Also, it is very important to notice that for a11 nz > n u,,(t, X) 
jumps from s,,21-1 to s,,zj across x := &t. To see this note that u,(t, X) has 
this property because u,(t, X) is defined using G,(s), which is such that 
G,‘(s) = ;\ll,j , s E J (~,,~~~r , s,,aj) (see (7)). But since G,+,(s) is deter- 
mined from 33,,,(s), and since Ii,, r(s) coincides with 33n(s) for s E J (this is 
because the segment /,,ai is left intact), G, r(s) is such that GiL , r(s) = X,, i , 
s t J. Thus we see that unmLl(t, X) must also jump from s,,$~~~~ to s,,aj across 
,X I. h,.jf. Hence by induction we can assert that this property holds for 
all m > n. 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
WITH A DENSE SET OF DISCONTINUITIES 
In this section we show that the ~,(t, X) converge to a function u(t, X) 
which is the desired weak solution to the Cauchy problem (I), (2), where 
G is the pointwise limit of the G, . 
LEMMA 1. The functions uJt, x) converge pointwise to a function u(t, x). 
Proof. First suppose that for some integers k and N, k < 2”, the point 
(t,, , x0) lies on the line s =-= Xh.,ht. Then for n 23 ,V 
U,,(t” ) Lx”) == ur(t, ) x0) =- uJt, , .x0 - 0) = Sh‘,?&l . 
Thus for (to, x0) lying on s = Xlv,kt we can define u by 
u(t,, t %) = SN,2k-l * 
Notice that the lines x = X,,,t, j = I, 2 ,..., 2’” - I, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., are dense 
in the half plane t 3 0. Now suppose that (to , x,,) does not lie on any of 
these lines. Then for each n sufficiently large, there is some K, , 0 < k, < 
2n+1 - 1, such that 
s n,k, < %& > 4 < Sn,k,+1. 
Since s,,~,,.~ - s, k - 0 as n -+ co, and since {sn k ) is monotone non- 
decreasing while ’ &.,li,+l} is monotone nonincrea&g, it follows that 
hdtll 1 x0)} is a Cauchy sequence. Let 
Thus u(t, X) is the pointwise limit of {u,,(t, x)). 
Remark. Notice that from the definition of u(t, X) it follows that u(t, x) 
is an increasing function of X. Thus u(t, x - 0) and u(t, x + 0), the limits 
from the left and right respectively, both exist. 
LEMMA 2. The sequence {G,) converges pointwise to a function 
G(s) E C’l((- 1, I)). 
Proof. It suffices to show that the lemma holds on [-I + a, I - a], 
where 01 > 0 is arbitrary. For this we show that {Gn’} is uniformly Cauchy 
on [- 1 + 01, 1 - a]. We can suppose that 01 is such that for some M > 0 
m >, M implies that Gk(- 1 + a) = Gk(l - a) -= 0. The reason for this 
choice of CY is that by construction of the G,,, it f~,llc~ws that G,,, ‘[ I ‘; 
GM’( - I -t a), m > M, and G,,,‘( 1 -- a) C,‘(l -~ k), 111 : .11. I,c,t < 0 
be given, and choose Iv (‘1’ .I[) so large that 
t 
max(X,-,, I - AK,jJ . , , 
i 
where i is a positive integer restricted so that 
r, 
IO establish the desired result, \vc shall show that given AlI\ 
.x0 E [- 1 -I- a, I - a] 
/ G,‘(x,,) - G,,‘(x,,) s: t 
wliencver n, m > n-. I f  x,, is such that 
there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we can choose p, q, p < so < 9, such 
that 
and 
for some Ii. Then if n, m >-‘ A’, 
/ G,‘(.Y,,) - G,,.‘(x,,)’ ’ Gn’bi,) -~ G,‘(P)’ 
I G,‘(P) - G,,,‘(P) -/ G,,,‘(P) - Gi’h)I 
-:; [Gn’(d - G,Wl f [G,rt’(rl) -. Gm’(~)l 
-= WY,,, 1 -- h,,.l \: 6. 
THEOREM. Them exists a function G E Cl(( - I, 1)) for which there is a 
weak soZution zc(t, x) to the C’auchy problem (I), (2) z~hich satis$es Condition E 
and has a dense set of contact discontinuities. 
Proof. Let G be the function defined in Lemma 2 and u the function 
defined in Lemma 1. ‘The set of all lines 
x = AN,& k = I, 2,..., 2N - 1 ; N = 1, 2, 3,. ., 
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is clearly dense in R+2, and each one is a contact discontinuity. To see this 
recall that 
and 
u(t, '!V,kt - O) = SN,2k-l 
@, &,kt + 0) = STi,2k 
WN,,k-1 ) := G’(s,,,,). 
To show that u(t, X) is a weak solution, it clearly suffices to show that 
asn+60 _ ,. 
s s t>o G,[u&, x)1 2 dx dt - 1 t>o j G[u(t, x)] 2 dx dt 
where 4 E Col(R,2). We shall apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
To see that 
Gnb4 - GO4 
pointwise, fix (to , x0), to > 0. Notice that for n sufficiently large, say n > &I, , 
- 1 < u,(t, , X0) < 1. 
Now choose 01,~ > 0, (y. < 1, so that 
-1 < --01 < u&o, x0) - 7 
<~,(to,xo)<~,(to,x,)+17<~<1. 
Next let j3 satisfy cy. < /I < 1 and 
G,'(fP) = G',,,(fB) = ... = G'ktp) 
for rz sufficiently large, say n > M, . Let 
K = maxII Ge(--PI, I %7,@)I, 1). 
Notice that if z, E (-j3, /$I, then 
( G’(v)1 < K. 
Now let E > 0 be given and require that E < 7. Choose N (:>M, , >llIY) 
so large that YZ 3 N implies that 
I %(to 9 x0) - 4to ! x0)1 < & 
and 
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Then 
To see that Condition E holds, we first note that any jump occurs along 
a line of the type s = A,,,. t. This is because the sum of the jumps across 
all such lines is 2, and since - 1 . u(t, x) I, u(t, .x) an increasing function 
of x implies there can be no other jumps. N~\I 
u : u(f, b,,,t - 0) -~ s,,,ci.-1 
and 
Ut u(l, h,,,.t + 0) -=z s,,,2,, 
Since G’ is constant on (s,,~,~-~ , s n,2k), the proof that Condition E holds now 
proceeds exactly as in the proof of the theorem found in Section 2. 
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